improved Show in Condition of Instructor

Dr. Griffiths Made Psychology Expert

Lawrence Professor Appointed Wisconsin Consultant For

Neutrality Plan and Coming Armistice
Subject Of Talk By Dr. Winston

Dr. John H. Griffiths, professor of psychology, has been appointed by the Wisconsin Psychological Association as consultant to it on the position of consultant to the College of Education.

Thirty-eighth Chapter

Thirty-eighth Chapter of Eta Sigma Phi installed at Lawrence tonight. The other 37 chapters are located chiefly in the Middle West and East. The first chapter was founded in 1905 at the University of Wisconsin, and the original three-eighths State were granted the first two additional chapters.

The main purpose of the fraternity is to propagate a higher learning, and its primary objective is the validation of the success lies in America's willingness to surrender of sovereignty for common purposes. The conference is entirely different than those of the World War. "America took the lead in the London conference only because the United States was still carrying on her economic policy with the rest of the World. "America took refuge in her power to rule the seas. We were in a position to maintain our rights, and England so vigorous in protecting her borders that relations between the countries were strained to the breaking point. America had to assert herself to avoid neutrality."

After the World War America realized that she could not remain neutral in another war. It was decided to pursue a policy of armed neutrality. But rather than recognize the United States, it was decided to renounce the world and obtain a viceroyalty of sovereignty for commercial benefits. "It is a gigantic enterprise."

The policies of America and Great Britain became impossible. The speaker said. England depends upon trade and will be a belligerent, America would be neutral in another war. It was decided to renounce the world and maintain a viceroyalty of sovereignty for commercial benefits. "It is a gigantic enterprise."

"Dust of Road" To Be Presented by College Students

"Dust of the Road," a one act play, by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman has been selected by the speaking and dramatic committee of the American Legion Club to be presented before the Assembly of University students next Tuesday, Dec. 14, 7:30 p.m., in the Memorial Chapel.

The cast is to include Marguerite Gaber, as Professor Steed; George Beckerly, II, as Old Man; Paul Kow- ly, as the Trump; and Carl Winston, as Peter Stone. The entire cast are members of some Players.

Kennte Enthauptet By

Green Bay Speech Class

Norman Kente, instructor in English, was entertained by his Green Bay speech class at Christmas banquet.

The class was the first public gathering of the year. After dinner speeches comprised the program.

Lucnkner Thrills Large Crowd With Tales Of World War

Giving his story in its full dramatic value, and holding his audience by the tale of shrewd ingenuity that enabled him to pass through the British blockade of the Black Sea in 1917. All, to help keep the German off the sea, the British had extensive forts, one of them in the north of the Sea, and another on the south of it. The story of his escape through the British blockade is one of the most dramatic and amusing accounts of his life and has been a great hit with his audience.

During the whole of his stay in the British blockade, he was in constant danger of capture. The British were determined to stop all traffic through the Black Sea.

In the spring of 1918, Count Lunczner was sent to the United States to negotiate a peace settlement with the United States. He was sent to Europe by the British government to try to end the war.

Count Lunczner was awarded the Grand Cross of the Order of the World War for his services.

Knutzen Entertained By

Beloit News Feature Public Library

Knutzen, instructor in English, was entertained by his Green Bay speech class at Christmas banquet.

The class was the first public gathering of the year. After dinner speeches comprised the program.

Lucnkner Thrills Large Crowd With Tales Of World War

Giving his story in its full dramatic value, and holding his audience by the tale of shrewd ingenuity that enabled him to pass through the British blockade of the Black Sea in 1917. All, to help keep the German off the sea, the British had extensive forts, one of them in the north of the Sea, and another on the south of it. The story of his escape through the British blockade is one of the most dramatic and amusing accounts of his life and has been a great hit with his audience.

During the whole of his stay in the British blockade, he was in constant danger of capture. The British were determined to stop all traffic through the Black Sea.

In the spring of 1918, Count Lunczner was sent to the United States to negotiate a peace settlement with the United States. He was sent to Europe by the British government to try to end the war.

Count Lunczner was awarded the Grand Cross of the Order of the World War for his services.

Knutzen Entertained By

Beloit News Feature Public Library

Knutzen, instructor in English, was entertained by his Green Bay speech class at Christmas banquet.

The class was the first public gathering of the year. After dinner speeches comprised the program.
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Carlewa College—Freshman girls must stay off the sidewalks to let any up rheeterous woman pass, must hold doors open for them and must not leave the table ahead of their superiors, according to rules laid down by the women's court.

New Holiday Frocks

In the new modified SILHOUETTE MODE

The Frock that every Smart Co-ed is wearing

Crepes and Chiffons
In every wanted shade

Sizes as small as $12
$10, $15 to $25

FORMALS at special reductions tomorrow

The Fashion Shop
305 W. College Ave.

BRAIN power, not horsepower, is the chief operating requirement of the electrical industry.

This requirement must be continuously anticipated to provide leaders for the future. Accordingly, each year, more than 400 picked college graduates come to the General Electric Company for a post-graduate course in electrical science.

With a faculty including inventors and engineers of international distinction, something more than electrical knowledge is imparted to these young men. Here they also find inspiration which will stand them in good stead throughout their careers.

Cloud Glow Tea Room
Appleton's most delightful luncheons and dining service—for individuals and for groups

110 E. Lawrence St.
Appleton, Wisconsin

WILLIAM KELLER, O. D.
WILLIAM C. KELLER, O.D.
EYES & EYE SERVICTS

Over Twenty-five Years of Professional Eyes and Optical Experience

Eye Correctly Examined.
Glances Scientifically Fitted

Elm Tree Bakery
A. Pfefferle. Proprietor

Elm Tree Rolls and Pastry are most delicious. You will enjoy eating them.

Generating Brain Power

The Methodist Church choir will present the Christmas cantata, "The Word Made Flesh," by Franz C. Schubert, on December 15, at 4:30 o'clock.

With a faculty including inventors and engineers of international distinction, something more than electrical knowledge is imparted to these young men. Here they also find inspiration which will stand them in good stead throughout their careers.

The choir will be assisted by the church quartette consisting of Miss Gertrude Farwell, Miss Dora Ellis, Earl Miller, and George Pine, all of the conservatory. La Vail Marshall will present organ verses on the organ and P. W. Webb will conduct the choir.

Professor Webb Presents Organ Recital At Church

William C. Webb, professor of organ at the conservatory, made his initial appearance in organ recital at the Methodist Episcopal Church, Monday morning, December 9. He was assisted by Carl J. Waterman, organist of the church.

T HE UNKNOWN STUDENT

With all our athletic heroes and all our scholastic and forensic brilliants, there still are as always, a great body of men in the ranks of our undergraduate chapters who do not shine in any line, who are not the ordinary boys in the chapter house, even the brilliants, there still are as always, a great body of men in the ranks of our undergraduate chapters who do not shine in any line, who are not the ordinary boys in the chapter house, even the brilliants.

RICKY BLEACHERS

The rickety bleachers of bygone days were replaced by boards less suggestive of slivers; the dusty walls of the armory had given way to the shiny appointments of a fireproof gymnasium, and the dark and gloomy atmosphere of the College ave. basketball court had given way to the lofty corridors of the new Alexander gymnasium.

With all our athletic heroes and all our scholastic and forensic brilliants, there still are as always, a great body of men in the ranks of our undergraduate chapters who do not shine in any line, who are not the ordinary boys in the chapter house, even the brilliants, there still are as always, a great body of men in the ranks of our undergraduate chapters who do not shine in any line, who are not the ordinary boys in the chapter house, even the brilliants.

Ring in the New Year

The ghost of an old, dust-filled armory was witnessed to the first basketball game played in the new Alexander gymnasium, a game in which the Vikings of Lawrence displayed the same vicious attack which characterized the work of the teams in past years. The crowd was about the same—an assemblage of college students, faculty members, townsmen, and the younger social set of the fourth ward—all out to see Lawrence victorious in its first basketball game of the 1929-30 season.

The choir will be assisted by the church quartette consisting of Miss Gertrude Farwell, Miss Dora Ellis, Earl Miller, and George Pine, all of the conservatory. La Vail Marshall will present organ verses on the organ and P. W. Webb will conduct the choir.
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The choir will be assisted by the church quartette consisting of Miss Gertrude Farwell, Miss Dora Ellis, Earl Miller, and George Pine, all of the conservatory. La Vail Marshall will present organ verses on the organ and P. W. Webb will conduct the choir.

Candle Glow Tea Room
Appleton's most delightful luncheons and dining service—for individuals and for groups

110 E. Lawrence St.
Appleton, Wisconsin
Six Matches Scheduled For Wrestling Team

Vikings Meet Beloit In First Midwest Game On Monday

The Vikings will seek their first conference win Monday night when they meet the Beloit five at Alexander Gymnasium as the high spot of the informal opening. The game has originally been scheduled for Jan. 31, but the downtowners are ready that the season will be a huge success.

Lawrence Squad To Compete In First Big Four Tourna-ment

Lawrence wrestling is taking a big springboard to its season as announced by Coach Clarence Ramussen of the big four schedule that includes the first big Four meet ever held and a match with the University of Wisconsin. The matches have been definitely scheduled and negotiations are under way for two matches with state teacher's colleges.

Winter Schedule


With the inauguration of an all-aademic team to represent the university in all sports, the conference has started dropping them in from all angles, seeking the winning point on a charity throne. The Dennenshowed their superiority in the second meeting of the two teams by wrapping the long end of a 22 to 22 score. Bottle and Thonstomn, two tourneys in the Lawrence defense last season, are back for the first set, and along with the Honigstine, Taylor, and Machure assured the crowd of an interesting evening.

The Lawrence lineup will be picked when the Vikings buckle the key men's rifle club in the Armory basement tonight at 7 o'clock. All men's rifle club in the Armory

Lawrence wrestlers will travel to Green Bay on Jan. 11, to meet the "J" squad. Last year, the Green Bay team assayed a 3-4 decision with Green Bay. Six matches have been carried into the season.

The initial match of the season will close the Green Bay meet at noon on Jan. 11, to meet the "V" squad. Last year, the Green Bay team assayed a 3-4 decision with Green Bay. Six matches have been carried into the season.

Kemper's Men's Rugby Club

The first essential to real beauty is a clean complexion. In order to keep the skin soft, smooth and radiant, use Complexion Beauty Cream four times a day.

The First National Bank of Appleton

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,000,000.00

The First Trust Company of Appleton

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $500,000.00

The Conway

Oaks Candy Shop

Oneida Street APPLETON, WISCONSIN Opposite Poet Office

Second Floor

Suits that Certify

STYLE AND Prestige

SELF APPROVAL AND ADMISSION FROM OTHERS

CAHALIL The Tailor

104 E. COLLEGE AVE. (Upstairs)

Suits for Gentlemen

 era for "all time, it costs no more to buy the best."

It Costs No More To Buy the Best!

DIANA SANDWICHES

are made to your order; any filling you desire, prepared FRESH in our own kitchen to your order. We don't keep a steam-table, you never get stale or overheated foods here. That's why so many people have become regular patrons of the Diana—for all, it costs no more to buy the best.

Diana Sweet Shoppe

Luncheon - Candies - Soda
An Alumni Book of Verse — "Ships," is nearing port, and will arrive on campus Monday. Two French provincial provinces, Bourgogne and Provence, were subjects of student papers at the Wednesday evening meeting of the French club held at Hamar house. The history of the two provinces was given by Dorothy Walters, '31, the geography, by Patricia Goodman, '30, and the products, by Ellore Chapman, '32. The "Character, Costumes, and Language of the People of Provence," was the topic of the paper by Carol Apter, '31; "Elizabeth Meating, '30, presented the "Literature, Art, and Music of Provence."

Chester Huke, instructor in French, talked on "Christmas in Provence." The speaker brought out the differences between the American and the French celebration of this day. "In Provence gifts are not exchanged as they are in this country," said Mr. Hume. "Everyone attends the church masses, which however, are followed by "la revolte" — festivities resembling our Thanksgiving dinners." 

College Bulletin for Next Year Published

The Lawrence College Bulletin, edited by Dr. Arthur Warren, has been published and students may get their copies at the business office.

The bulletin includes information regarding the college calendar, offices of the college, president of the college, a historical statement, organization, grounds and buildings, information regarding admissions to college, degrees offered, requirements for the Bachelor's degree, tutorial study, honors in scholarship, requirements for the Master's degree, and description of courses, is also included in the book.

A Variety Of Delicious Candies

When Santa calls at Burt's to fill his sleigh with Christmas candies, his dear old face brightens up as he looks over that fine assortment of candies. He knows Burt's delicious candies will please everyone. And to top it all off in great shape, Burt's has a variety of boxes and baskets that add much to the gift. Any giver would make a wise choice if he called at Burt's to do his candy shopping.

Drop In... Anytime for CANDY SODAS and LUNCHES

PALACE

Where friends meet

Most any Clerk can fit you to a hat, pair of shoes or a suit of clothes, but you must fit yourself for that which you hope to be.

—C. Cox

Axe Wettengel NorthWestern Mutual Life Phone 1081
"First Nat. Bank Bldg.

Wisconsin Telephone Company

Just a few Minutes from Home —by Telephone

No matter if the campus is miles from home — with the telephone it is only a matter of minutes and a small amount of money.

Many students arrange a "telephone date" to talk to the folks at home on a certain day at a certain hour, every week of their college life. Not a bad idea, either — a mighty good one, you will agree, if you try it once or twice.

A chat with the folks at home will make you feel a hundred per cent better, and it will give you renewed vigor to tackle the pile of books that always seem to be waiting for attention on your table.